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Mr. Chairman and Members:

You have requested that we comment on the Employment Development Department’s (EDD) data processing plans. Unfortunately, time did not permit a detailed examination of the department’s automation plans and designs. We would like to comment, however, on the problems that we have identified in the process by which EDD plans and implements data processing projects.

EDD’s Current Automation Plans

The EDD currently is automating almost all aspects of the department’s operations in order to increase administrative efficiency. It is increasing automation in the delivery of services under the Unemployment Insurance (UI), Disability Insurance (DI), and Employment Services programs. In addition, it is establishing automated management information systems with the aim of providing improved program information in the Job Training Partnership Act, UI Appeals, and Tax Collection programs.

Problems with the Data Processing Planning Process

Clearly, automation in many areas is warranted and overdue. We think that EDD’s efforts to automate its programs have suffered, however, because of the following deficiencies in the planning and implementation process:

1. The Legislature needs an early opportunity to weigh the administrative options associated with alternative data processing designs. The automation of service delivery systems may have profound effects on the
WAY THE DEPARTMENT ADMINISTERS ITS PROGRAMS AND THUS THE MANNER BY WHICH ITS CLIENTS ARE SERVED. IN FACT, AUTOMATION OFTEN GENERATES CHOICES ABOUT THE WAY PROGRAMS WILL BE ADMINISTERED IN THE FUTURE. FOR EXAMPLE, AUTOMATION OF THE DI PROGRAM IS PROJECTED TO RESULT IN ADMINISTRATIVE SAVINGS DUE TO REDUCED PERSONNEL COSTS. AS A RESULT OF THESE PERSONNEL EFFICIENCIES, EDD PLANS TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF DI FIELD OFFICES.

ALTERNATIVELY, EDD COULD HAVE ELECTED TO UTILIZE THESE ADMINISTRATIVE SAVINGS TO INCREASE SERVICES TO DI CLIENTS BY INCREASING, FOR EXAMPLE, THE NUMBER OF DI FIELD OFFICES. IN THIS INSTANCE, THE LEGISLATURE HAD NO OPPORTUNITY TO CONSIDER POSSIBLE PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION ALTERNATIVES.

CURRENTLY, THERE IS NO CONSISTENT PROCESS BY WHICH THE LEGISLATURE REVIEWS THESE ADMINISTRATIVE OPTIONS. IN OUR ANALYSIS OF THE 1984-85 BUDGET BILL, WE RECOMMENDED THAT EDD ADVISE THE LEGISLATURE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE ALTERNATIVES THAT ARE AVAILABLE TO THE STATE AS A RESULT OF PROGRAM AUTOMATION. AS A RESULT OF THAT RECOMMENDATION, THE LEGISLATURE ADOPTED SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT LANGUAGE REQUIRING EDD TO ADD A CHAPTER TO THE REPORT REQUIRED BY CH 1226/83 (AB 1654) DESCRIBING THESE OPTIONS. AS YOU KNOW, AB 1654 REQUIRES EDD TO SUBMIT A REPORT THAT DESCRIBES IN DETAIL THE DEPARTMENT'S AUTOMATION ACTIVITIES. BECAUSE THE EDD JUST RELEASED THE REQUIRED REPORT, WE HAVE NOT HAD ADEQUATE TIME TO REVIEW THE OPTIONS IDENTIFIED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

2. CURRENT STATE PLANNING PROCEDURES DO NOT ENSURE THAT PROPOSED PROJECTS MAKE SENSE WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF LARGER DEPARTMENTAL DATA PROCESSING PLANS. CURRENTLY, THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (OIT) REVIEWS EACH AUTOMATION PROPOSAL SEPARATELY, EVALUATING THE DESIGN OF THE
AUTOMATION PROJECT ON THE BASIS OF ITS TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY. THE OFFICE IS NOT REQUIRED, HOWEVER, TO DETERMINE WHETHER EACH PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH RELATED DATA PROCESSING ACTIVITIES. THERE ARE A NUMBER OF POTENTIAL MISTAKES DEPARTMENTS MAY EXPERIENCE IF THEIR NEW PROJECTS DO NOT FIT INTO A "BIG PICTURE" DATA PROCESSING PLAN. FOR EXAMPLE:

1. **Benefits May Be Overlooked.** By focusing on individual projects, departments can miss opportunities for additional gains from automation. For example, the Employment Training Panel recently designed a data processing system to automate its word processing and management information systems. Development of its proposal focused on the needs of the panel's staff, and ignored the question of how its system would fit into EDD's overall data processing plans. The panel may have been able to achieve additional savings by using existing word processing and management information systems. Unfortunately, that alternative was not adequately assessed.

2. **Proposed Designs May Be Unworkable.** It is possible that components of an automation plan could make sense individually, but taken as a whole, not achieve their intended purposes. For example, the automation of the UI program is being achieved in a series of small projects. The department is not required to show that each project fits into a coherent, workable plan. In addition, the department is not required to prove that the overall plan would achieve
THE GREATEST BENEFITS WHEN COMPARED TO ALTERNATE DESIGNS. INSTEAD, THE DEPARTMENT IS ONLY REQUIRED TO SHOW THAT EACH COMPONENT WILL WORK AND PROVIDE THE GREATEST BENEFITS.

WE HOPE THE DATA PROCESSING REPORT REQUIRED BY AB 1654 WILL REVIEW EACH INDIVIDUAL PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE "BIG PICTURE" SCENARIO. IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT THAT THE DEPARTMENT UNDERTAKE SUCH A REVIEW BECAUSE EXISTING CONTROL AGENCIES--SUCH AS OIT--DO NOT HAVE THIS CAPABILITY. THIS IS BECAUSE SUCH REVIEWS REQUIRE EXPERTISE IN DATA PROCESSING, AS WELL AS IN THE PROGRAM AREA BEING AUTOMATED. THE OIT INFORMED US THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE THE PROGRAM BACKGROUND NECESSARY IN ORDER TO DETERMINE WHETHER A DATA PROCESSING DESIGN IS APPROPRIATE FOR A PARTICULAR PROGRAM. INSTEAD, OIT ENSURES THAT THE COMPUTER DESIGN IS TECHNICALLY SENSIBLE AND FEASIBLE.

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

IN A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF THE STATE DATA PROCESSING PLANNING PROCESS, OUR OFFICE RECOMMENDED ESTABLISHING A NEW STATE AUTHORITY SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF REVIEWING STATE DATA PROCESSING POLICY AND PLANS.\(^1\) IN THIS REPORT, WE STATE THAT "NOT ENOUGH EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON STATEWIDE PLANNING AND POLICY FORMULATION, WHICH IS ESSENTIAL TO IMPROVING THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF STATE PROGRAMS." SUCH AN AGENCY COULD REQUIRE DEPARTMENTS TO SUBMIT REVIEWS OF OVERALL DEPARTMENTAL DATA PROCESSING NEEDS. UNTIL THE PLANNING PROCESS IS IMPROVED, DEPARTMENTS LIKE EDD WILL LACK THE GUIDANCE NECESSARY FOR DESIGNING AN INTEGRATED DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM.

\(^1\) THE UTILIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN CALIFORNIA STATE GOVERNMENT, LAO, APRIL 1983, #83-7.